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Antitrust action against tech giants Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Google (collectively 
known as Big Tech) jeopardizes American soft power abroad.1 The United States 

Department of Justice (US DoJ) currently regulates the flow of electronic evidence (EE) from 
Big Tech to foreign governments conducting criminal investigations.2 Efforts in Washington 
to “breakup Big Tech” jeopardize the timely collection of EE and US DoJ’s jurisdiction over it. 
While Big Tech poses critical challenges to American values and norms, the antiquated antitrust 
action it faces neglects Big Tech’s role in US international relations.

Breaking Up Big Tech
With Amazon conducting nearly four times the e-commerce of its three largest 

competitors combined and Google controlling 92 percent of the global search market, has Big 
Tech become too big?3 Tech giants often acquire rivals or create conditions that restrict their 
market access. Facebook, for example, acquired rivals Instagram and WhatsApp to maximize 
its share of the social networking market (see Figure 1).4 Apple, for its part, deters App Store 
competitors by regulating the software that is compatible with iPhones.5 

Throughout the 20th century, the US government battled monopolies that exploited 
their market share to charge consumers excessive rates and stifle competition.6 Just as Standard 
Oil and AT&T were divided into smaller subsidiaries — such as Exxon and Verizon — Congress, 
the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), and US DoJ are pursuing antitrust action that threaten to 
“breakup Big Tech” through the “structural division” of its services (see Figure 1).7 

In an October 2020 report, the majority staff of the US House of Representatives Sub-
Committee on Anti-Trust accused Big Tech of operating digital monopolies that exploit users 
and squash competitors.8 The report accuses Amazon, Apple, Facebook, and Google of using 
their respective monopolies in e-commerce, mobile applications, social networking, and search 
to force users into “take-it-or-leave-it” terms of service, charge excessive fees, stifle startups, and 

1 Soft power is defined as “the ability to get what one wants by attraction and persuasion rather than coercion or payment.” See 
Joseph S Nye, Soft Power: The Means To Success in World Politics (New York: Public Affairs, 2007), 72.
2 US Department of Justice, “276. Treaty Requests,” Criminal Resources Manual, updated January 22, 2020, https://www.justice.gov/
archives/jm/criminal-resource-manual-276-treaty-requests.
3 “Search Engine Market Share Worldwide,” StatCounter, Global Stats, accessed January 22, 2021, https://gs.statcounter.com/search-
engine-market-share. Tugba Sabanoglu, “U.S. Amazon Market Share 2021,” Statista, updated December 1, 2020, https://www.statista.
com/statistics/788109/amazon-retail-market-share-usa/.
4 Subcommittee on Antitrust Commercial and Administrative Law of the Committee on the Judiciary, “Investigation of Competi-
tion in Digital Markets,” H.R. Rep. (2020), https://judiciary.house.gov/uploadedfiles/competition_in_digital_markets.pdf., 11-12.
5 Ibid, 16.
6 “AT&T; BREAKUP II : Highlights in the History of a Telecommunications Giant,” Los Angeles Times, September 21, 1995, https://
www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1995-09-21-fi-48462-story.html.
7 Andrew Pollack, “Bell System Breakup Opens Era of Great Expectations and Great Concern,” The New York Times,  January 1, 
1984, https://www.nytimes.com/1984/01/01/us/bell-system-breakup-opens-era-of-great-expectations-and-great-concern.html.
8 Subcommittee on Antitrust Commercial and Administrative Law, Investigation of Competition in Digital Markets,” 14.
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extract sensitive consumer data.9 In separate civil antitrust lawsuits, US DoJ and the FTC accuse 
Google and Facebook of “monopolistic” and “anti-competitive” practices.10 

How the United States Regulates Electronic Evidence 
 US technology companies provide digital goods and services to users around the world. 
As a result, foreign governments often rely on electronic evidence (EE) from US companies 
to prosecute those suspected of criminal activity ranging from transnational cybercrime 
to domestic terrorism.11 However, under US Code, foreign governments must request the 
assistance of US DoJ, through the Mutual Legal Assistance (MLA) treaty process, to acquire EE 
from US companies.12

Under US Code, providers are not required to store potential EE on their servers for 
any set period.13 Since storing data incurs physical and administrative costs, providers often do 
not retain potentially incriminating data users mark for removal, such as the examples of EE 
provided in Table 1. Collecting data from providers requires a court order, which often involves 
a lengthy legal process.14 In order to ensure potential EE is safeguarded until a court order is 
obtained, US DoJ may file a non-compulsory preservation request with a provider. Finally, and 
crucially for the MLA process, US providers comply, decline, or do not respond to the request 
for EE based on its capabilities, policies, and interests.15

9 Ibid, 14. 
10 “Justice Department Sues Monopolist Google For Violating Antitrust Laws,” US Department of Justice, last modified October 21, 
2020, https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/justice-department-sues-monopolist-google-violating-antitrust-laws.
11 “Mutual Legal Assistance Treaties and Letters Rogatory: A Guide for Judges,” The Federal Judicial Center, last modified 2014, 5, 
12, https://www.fjc.gov/sites/default/files/2017/MLAT-LR-Guide-Funk-FJC-2014.pdf.
12 US Department of Justice, “276. Treaty Requests.”
13 Required Disclosure of Customer Communications or Records, 18 U.S. Code § 2703 (2015). 
14 “Obtaining Electronic Evidence from the United States,” US Department of Justice Office of International Affairs Criminal 
Division, last modified November 3, 2016, 5, https://www.iap-association.org/getattachment/Conferences/Regional-Conferences/
North-America-and-Caribbean/4th-North-American-and-Caribbean-Conference/Conference-Documentation/4NACC_Jamaica_
P6_ppt_Magdalene_Boynton-(1).pdf.aspx. 
15 Obtaining Electronic Evidence from the United States,” 12.

Figure 1: Facebook’s acquisition of select competitors (left), development of new services 
(center), and potential “breakup” scenario (right). Figure by author.
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Table 1
Company Examples of Electronic Evidence (EE)
Amazon Data stored on the Amazon Web Service cloud, e-commerce user details 

and activity
Apple IP addresses, iCloud data, device information, user activity, location, 

iMessages, Apple Pay transactions
Facebook IP addresses, posts, comments, photos, direct messages, activity history
Google IP addresses, search/ activity history, Google services data (Maps, Gmail, 

YouTube, etc). 
Source: Company Websites16

 US DoJ serves as the indispensable link between Big Tech and foreign governments. As 
the administrator of the MLA process, US DoJ often modifies or rejects requests in the interest of 
safeguarding civil liberties, due process, and human rights at home and abroad. For example, US 
DoJ often denies requests for EE related to a political offense, such as the 2020 pro-democracy 
protests in Hong Kong.17 Furthermore, the United States is able to leverage its unique ability to 
provide EE from the world’s largest tech companies in the ongoing negotiation of new treaties 
governing cloud services, data privacy, and extraditions. “Breaking up Big Tech” jeopardizes the 
international rule of law by hamstringing the MLA process, which would diminish a vital facet 
of American soft power during once-in-a-generation treaty negotiations. 

Law & Order 
 Smaller tech companies are often less capable and less willing to comply with US DoJ 
preservation requests. To collect EE on large groups — such as the rioters who stormed the US 
Capitol on January 6, 2020, for example — US DoJ must file separate requests for each suspect.18 
The speed at which this is done depends on the ability and cooperation of the provider. Are the 
provider’s EE policies easily accessible? Does the provider have a portal where law enforcement 
can send preservation requests? Will the provider tip-off the suspect whose information is 
requested? Table 2 summarizes a survey of legal guides, transparency reports, and terms of 
service from providers of various size and sectors.  
 “Breaking up Big Tech” would leave its successors with fewer resources to comply with 
preservation requests and eliminate “one stop shopping” for US DoJ. Smaller companies do not 
have the personnel, capability, or server space to offer the same resources to law enforcement 
as Big Tech. For example, SnapChat preserves the metadata of opened messages but not their 
content, which has complicated high-profile investigations by law enforcement.19 Companies 
that do have the resources may still choose not to cooperate with preservation requests out of 
retaliation for antitrust action by the US government.

16 For Amazon, see “Amazon Law Enforcement Guidelines,” Law Enforcement Information Requests, Amazon, last modified June 
2020, https://d1.awsstatic.com/certifications/Amazon_LawEnforcement_Guidelines.pdf. For Apple see: “Legal Process Guidelines,” 
Apple Privacy, Apple Inc., accessed January 22, 2021, https://www.apple.com/legal/privacy/law-enforcement-guidelines-us.pdf. For 
Facebook, see “Information for Law Enforcement Authorities,” Facebook Safety Center, Facebook, Inc., accessed January 22, 2021, 
https://www.facebook.com/safety/groups/law/guidelines. For Google, see “Google Terms of Service” Privacy & Terms, Alphabet Inc., 
accessed January 22, 2021, https://policies.google.com/terms.
17 “Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty (MLAT): How to respond to a foreign government’s MLAT request,” Pate, Johnson & Church, 
accessed February 2, 2021, https://www.pagepate.com/experience/criminal-defense/international-crimes/mutual-legal-assistance-
treaties/.
18 “Obtaining Electronic Evidence from the United States,” 28.
19 Russel Brandom, “Colorado Police Turned to Snapchat to Solve a Drug Murder,” Arizona Conference of Police and Sheriffs, 
February 26, 2018, http://www.azcops.org/colorado-police-turned-to-snapchat-to-solve-a-drug-murder/.
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Table 2

Provider EE 
Policy 
Page?

EE 
Request 
Portal?

Will 
Preserve 
for (days)

Will Notify 
Suspect?

Notes

Amazon Yes Yes 90 Yes Partially complies; litigates 
requests 

Apple Yes Yes 90 Yes

Facebook Yes Yes 90 No

Google Yes Yes 365 Sometimes

Twitter Yes Yes 90 No

SnapChat Yes Yes Not stored No Can preserve unopened 
messages for 90 days

Parler No No Unknown Unknown Provides no information

CloudFlare No No Not stored Yes Regularly challenges 
requests via litigation 

Discord Yes No Not stored Unstated Cannot preserve messages

WordPress Yes No 90 Yes Delays court order 
compliance to allow suspect 
to challenge it

Source: Company Websites20

American Soft Power
 The prominence of Big Tech overseas benefits the US economy, amplifies American 
culture and values around the world, and provides platforms for creativity and freedom of 
expression. Following the “breakup” of AT&T in the 1980s, successors turned from international 
expansion towards solidifying market share in the United States.21 If Big Tech’s successors are 
less able or inclined to compete abroad, foreign providers—who are not under the jurisdiction 
of US DoJ—would likely meet the demand of ever more users for ever more services. The 
international influence of China’s TikTok illustrates the ability of foreign providers to wrestle 
market share from Big Tech at home and abroad.  
 Monopolies are bad for consumers and markets. But antitrust action against Big Tech 
would irreparably degrade American soft power abroad. Congress must refrain from applying 
old solutions to new problems. Monopolistic behavior, content management, and market access 
can be regulated without “breaking up Big Tech.” Crafting the tools necessary to regulate Big 
Tech while preserving American influence will require public and private sector leaders who 
are not only tech-literate but well versed in the international relations challenges facing the 
United States. Applying antiquated approaches to modern monopolies neglects the global, 
interconnected nature of the modern economy to the detriment of American soft power abroad.

20 For Apple, Amazon, Facebook, and Google, see the websites cited in Table 1. For Twitter, see “Guidelines for Law Enforcement,” 
Rules and Policies, Twitter Inc., accessed January 22, 2021, https://help.twitter.com/en/rules-and-policies/twitter-law-enforcement-
support. For SnapChat see “Law Enforcement,” Safety, Snap Inc., accessed January 22, 2021, https://snap.com/en-US/safety/safety-
enforcement. For Cloudflare, see “Cloudflare Transparency Report,” Cloudflare, accessed January 22, 2021, https://www.cloudflare.
com/transparency/. For Discord, see “How Discord Works with Law Enforcement,” Discord, accessed January 22, 2021, https://
discord.com/safety/360044157931-Working-with-law-enforcement. For WordPress see: “Legal Guidelines,” Support, WordPress, 
updated December 24, 2019, https://wordpress.com/support/report-blogs/legal-guidelines/.
21 “AT&T; BREAKUP II : Highlights in the History of a Telecommunications Giant,” Los Angeles Times, September 21, 1995.
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